The research was made on a sample of 151 female volleyball players in the age of 14-18 in Macedonia, which represents the population of players competing in state championships for the young categories in season 2009/10. The study applied 1 variable to assessment situation-motor knowledge and 18 variables for the assessment of the anthropometric characteristics. In order to determine the relationship between anthropometrical characteristics and variables for assessment of the situation-motor knowledge linear regression analysis is applied, were the criteria for assessment situationmotor knowledge is the variable smash from the zone 4 and predictors are the anthropometrical variables. Based on the obtained results it can be determined that the predictor system of anthropometrical variables has statistically significant relationships on variable for assessment of the situation-motor knowledge.
Introduction
Anthropometrical characteristics were the subject of exploration in many labors. These characteristics have great significance in the game of volleyball matches.
The dimensions that define the anthropometrical characteristics as well as the studies on their relations with the situational-motor knowledge are a problem of vital signification for the possibility of forming the rational procedure for the optimal orientation, selection and effective monitoring of development of sports mastery.
The subjects of our research are anthropometrical characteristics and situation-motor knowledge of the female volleyball players in the age of 14-18 in Republic of Macedonia.
Methods
The research was made on a sample of 151 female volleyball players in the age of 14-18 in Macedonia, from different cities of the following clubs: VC "Rabotnicki", VC "Forca", VC "Janta volej", VC "Fit fan", VC "Vardar", VC "Forsped", VC "Prilep", VC "Makedonijamaks", VC "Ljuboten" i VC "Bami kor".
In order to determine the relationship between anthropometrical characteristics and variables for assessment of situation-motor knowledge the linear regression analysis is applied, where criteria is the variable for assessment of the situation-motor knowledge and the predictors are anthropometrical variables.
The study applied the following variables: variable for assessment of situation-motor knowledge: smash from the zone 4 (ATT4).
Variables for assessment of anthropometrical characteristics: body height (BH), body weight (BW), hand length (HL), hand span (HS), arm length (AL), leg length (LL), the upper arm (UA), the upper arm with a maximum muscle contraction (UAMK), the volume of the forearm (VF), thigh circumference (TC), volume shin (VS), elbow diameter (ED), wrist diameter (WD), knee diameter (KD), skinfold and subcutaneous abdominal adipose tissue (SSAAT), skin folds and skin folds back (SFSFB), skin fold and upper arm subcutaneous fat (SFUASF), skin fold and skin folds of the lower leg (SFSFLL).
Results and Discussion
Regression results for the variable rejection of the attach from the zone 4, anthropometrical characteristics variables are shown in table 1. At the total samples of respondents, this system of variables has statistically significant impact on variable for assessment of situation-motor knowledge, smash from the zone 4 (SMA4), Q(F)=.003., variables in this variable, a coefficient of determination (DELTA = .245), shows that 24% of the criterion, can be explained by the predictor variables.
Partial regresiski coefficients (BETA), show that despite the fact that the system of the predictor variables have statistically significant influence on the criteria, but the variables has not a single statistically significant effect on the criterion variable. 
Conclusion
The research was made on on a sample of 151 female volleyball players in the age of 14-18 in Macedonia, which represents the population of players compiting in state championships for the young categoris in season 2009/10. Based on the obtained results it can be determined that the predictor system of anthropometrical variables has statistically significant relationships on variables for assess of the situation-motor knowledge. 
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